Initial Experience With Staging Rectal Adenocarcinoma Using 7T Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has become the preferred method for local staging of rectal cancer. Current MRI technology, operating at 1.5-3 T, results in incorrectly reported tumor depth and therefore inaccurate staging in one-third of individuals. Inaccurate staging can result in suboptimal treatment in patients with rectal cancer and can submit them to unnecessary treatments. The Medical College of Wisconsin Center for Imaging Research houses one of approximately twenty experimental 7 T MRIs worldwide capable of imaging the human pelvis. We present our initial experience with this novel imaging technique for the human rectum. This was a prospective observational trial conducted at a single institution. Patients diagnosed with rectal cancer and who underwent low anterior resection or abdominoperineal resection between July 2015 and July 2017 were included. Excised rectal specimens were suspended in a saline-filled container and imaged by MRI at 7T. Tumor depth and lymph node status were determined by a single radiologist who was blinded to the pathologic results. These MRI interpretations were then compared with the pathologic stage. Seven of the 10 patients received neoadjuvant chemoradiation. When using the T1-weighted volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination-flex fat-suppressed sequences, radiologic and pathologic interpretation was identical regarding tumor depth in 7 of 10 patients (70%). Nodal status was correctly interpreted by 7T MRI in 8 of 10 patients (80%). Lymph nodes as small as 2 mm were able to be correctly characterized as harboring malignancy. We have demonstrated that 7T MRI of the rectum ex vivo has a strong correlation with histologic results. With its superior signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution, 7T MRI holds promise in more accurately staging rectal cancer and may be useful in correctly categorizing response to neoadjuvant therapy.